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The Black Velvet Gown
Catherine Cookson was one of the world's most beloved writers. Her books have sold millions
of copies, and her characters and their stories have captured the imagination of readers
around the globe. She passed away in 1998, but luckily for her fans, Cookson left behind
several unpublished works, including the magnificent Kate Hannigan's Girl -- her 100th book,
the powerful companion to her first novel, Kate Hannigan. Set in the English countryside in the
early twentieth century, Kate Hannigan's Girl is the story of Kate's eldest daughter, the lovely,
free-spirited Annie Hannigan. Blessed with silver-blond braids and a lighthearted disposition,
Annie enjoys a life her mother never had. She is surrounded by material comforts and a loving
family, protected from the poverty and shame her mother endured in the slums. But as
Cookson fans have come to expect, no good life can go unmarred by heartache. Annie grows
into a beautiful young woman, and soon she draws the interest of both friends and neighbors.
She falls in love with Terence Macbane, the elusive boy next door. But there are those who
would keep them apart: Her childhood friend Brian Stannard is determined to have her for
himself, and her more worldly rival, Cathleen Davidson, harbors a bitter jealousy that will prove
dangerous to all. Tormented by unrequited love, the revelation of her own illegitimacy, and the
demands of her deep-seated faith, Annie discovers that sometimes love is not enough -- she
must fight for what she wants. Kate Hannigan's Girl is vintage Cookson. With its larger themes
of early twentieth-century romantic love and class conflict, this novel showcases Catherine
Cookson at the height of her storytelling powers, and it is sure to satisfy devoted readers
everywhere.
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When Kate Mitchell was offered the job of part-time secretary at Tor-Fret, a lonely old house
on the Northumberland fells, she had no idea that the household was composed only of
men.Her employer, Maurice Rossiter, an embittered victim of polio, was subject to alternative
fits of temper and depression. Even so, Kate found it difficult to understand his peculiar hatred
of his elder brother Logan, on whose charity Maurice was obliged to depend. But when she
accidentally stumbled upon Maurice with Logan's fiancée , she became aware of some of the
secrets of Tor-Fret, and realised she was getting too deeply involved with Logan Rossiter and
the other inhabitants of the mysterious household.
The Black Velvet GownA NovelRandom House (UK)
Even the approach to Christmas fails to excite restless Agnes Conway, the twenty-two-year-old
manager of the sweet and tobacconist shops owned by her feckless father. There are dark
secrets in Arthur Conway's past, and these come tragically to light when Agnes's younger
sister falls pregnant by one of the notorious Felton brothers. And Agnes herself has a secret,
which she knows she must keep from her father: her relationship with Charles Farrier, son of a
local landowner, who outrages his own wealthy, pious family by proposing marriage. However
Charles is not the only man who could shape Agnes's furture, as his brother Reginald makes
no secret of his admiration for her. But she could not have foreseen how significant a part he is
to play in her destiny... The Wingless Bird is an absorbing story of love and the harsh realities
of Britain's class system.
As a diversion from his job in his uncle's carpentry shop, newly arrived Robert Bradley began
to explore the Durham countryside. It was on one of these walks that he met Millie, the
ethereal girl-child whose odd ways and nocturnal wanderings had led her to be known locally
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as Thorman's Moth.
There would be times when Riah Millican came to regret that her husband had learned to read
and write, and then shared his knowledge with her and their children. For this was Durham in
the 1830's, when employers tended to regard the spread of education with suspicion. But now
Seth Millican was dead and she was a widow with the need to find a home and a living for
herself and her children. The chance of becoming a housekeeper didn't work out, but it led to
Moor House and a scholarly recluse obsessed with that very book learning that could open so
many doors and yet create so many problems; especially with her daughter, Biddy, who was
not only bright, but witful... THE BLACK VELVET GOWN is the story of a mother and daughter,
often at odds with each other, facing the need to challenge and fight the prejudice of an age--a
narrative of great power and diversity that is one of Catherine Cookson's major achievements.

Britain's most widely read author of the late twentieth century, Catherine Cookson
published more than 100 books, including The Fifteen Streets, The Black Velvet Gown,
and Katie Mulhollond. Set in England's industrial northeast, her novels depict the social,
economic, and emotional hardships of that area. In the first essay collection devoted to
Cookson, the contributors examine what Cookson's memoirs and historical fiction mean
to readers, including how her fans contribute to her position in the cultural imaginary;
constructions of gender, class, and English and Irish identity in her work; the
importance of place in her novels; Cookson's place in the heritage industry; and
television adaptations of Cookson's works. Cookson's work tackled topics that were still
taboo in the early post-World War II era, such as domestic abuse, rape, and incest.
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This collection places Cookson in historical context and shows how skillful she was at
pushing generic boundaries.
A brilliantly imaginative, illustrated recreation of an 1890s Los Angeles pocket guide, or
"Sporting Guide," to the brothels of the day. Los Angeles, 1897, When Vice Ruled The
City Long before the glitz and glamour of Hollywood, Los Angeles was a city where
dreamers from all over the world came to make their fortunes—where a madam named
Pearl Morton entertained the most powerful politicians and entrepreneurs inside her
namesake brothel. In a series of haunting, interlinked stories set in the period, author
and filmmaker Liz Goldwyn re-creates a “sporting guide”—a secret diary and guidebook
of the best brothels and prostitutes in the city. In this world a hushed conversation
inside a velvet-lined boudoir could destroy a man, and the rustle of bushes might reveal
a sordid assignation. Based on original research in the libraries and archives of Los
Angeles, these fictional stories are often inspired by real historical characters—like the
laudanum-addicted Cora Phillips, whose tombstone Goldwyn rediscovered, or Bartolo
Ballerino, Italian immigrant slumlord of the forgotten red-light district, or thirteen-yearold Frances dreaming of life beyond the Children’s Orphan Asylum. Interspersed in
these stories—and featuring over a hundred historical photos and illustrations—Goldwyn
reveals the history of the period, from the rage for corsets to crushed pearl powder
cosmetics and the awful cures for syphilis. Sporting Guide evokes a lost world of those
on the margins of Los Angeles, of the hustlers who made it into one of the great cities
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of the world, and Goldwyn gives a poignant voice to the people and stories forgotten by
time.
"Yorkshire, 1880s" At nineteen years old, Bridget Dean Mordaunt inherits her father s
candle and blacking factories. Determined to restore the businesses to their former
glory, by the time she turns twenty-three she is running them as confidently as any
man. But despite her success, trouble is looming. When the devious Lionel Filmore
enters Bridget s family life, hoping to marry into her hard-earned wealth, she has to use
all of her strength and ingenuity to keep her family together. Then, when young Lily
Whitmore comes to her after her husband an overseer in one of Bridget s factories has
wrongly been tried for his brother s murder, Bridget has no choice but to help. If Lily s
husband didn t kill his brother, who did? The decisions Bridget makes will shape the
lives of generations to come. Can her family overcome the darkness of the past to find
new happiness? "Catherine Cookson was the original and bestselling saga writer,
selling over 100 million copies of her novels. If you like Dilly Court, Katie Flynn or
Donna Douglas, you'll love Catherine Cookson." "
Nancy Drew joins the circus in order to investigate the mystery surrounding a gold
charm bracelet and a young orphaned aerialist.
Young Frederick Musgrave was never more agile than when navigating his sculler
across the waters of the Tyne between the busy seaports of North and South Shields in
1843. Already his services were in demand as a carrier of messages and certain small
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packages for those whose activities made them the target of the Customs and Excise
men. As well as agile, Freddie was also reckoned to be lucky, but on such a night as
brought him to The Towers, the home of Mr Roderick Gallagher, both luck and courage
were to be tested to the limit. From that night on, things really began to happen to
Freddie, and the best of them came when he gained the friendship and patronage of
Miss Maggie Hewitt, who was to play a major role in shaping his life and fortunes. But
he would still need all his luck and resourcefulness to escape the long shadow cast by
Roderick Gallagher, whose power and influence threatened all who crossed his path...
THE HARROGATE SECRET--one of Catherine Cookson's most powerful novels, is a
tale imbued with the very spirit of old Tyneside, and rises to a climax as suspenseful
and exciting as any she has devised.
There would be times when Riah Millican came to regret that her husband had learned
to read and write, and then shared his knowledge with her and their children. For this
was Durham in the 1830's, when employers tended to regard the spread of education
with suspicion. But now Seth Millican was dead and she was a widow with the need to
find a home and a living for herself and her children. The chance of becoming a
housekeeper didn't work out, but it led to Moor House and a scholarly recluse obsessed
with that very book learning that could open so many doors and yet create so many
problems; especially with her daughter, Biddy, who was not only bright, but witful... THE
BLACK VELVET GOWN is the story of a mother and daughter, often at odds with each
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other, facing the need to challenge and fight the prejudice of an age--a narrative of
great power and diversity that is one of Catherine Cookson's major achievements.
"From the Paperback edition.

Tilly Trotter isn't like the other girls in the villages of County Durham. Tall and
coltish, she's not afraid of taking on 'man's work' to help out the grandparents
who raised her. There's an unusual beauty to her too - a beauty that's envied by
the local women and lusted after by the men. But for all the attention Tilly only
loves one man, farmer Simon Bentwood, and she's heartbroken to discover that
he's betrothed to another. But there are even harder times ahead for Tilly. A
spurned suitor takes a terrible revenge. Idle gossip brands her a witch. A betrayal
forces her into the cruel drudgery of the local mine and puts her life in danger.
But Tilly refuses to let her spirit be broken - determined that all this will serve only
to make her stronger...
Known for the wit of her writing, in her lifetime Catherine Cookson became the
UK’s most widely read novelist. When the Cookson Estate discovered the
unpublished manuscript of Saint Christopher and the Gravedigger in the attic of
her home, they unearthed a gem for Cookson’s many fans. Gravedigger John
Gascoigne lives in Downfell Hurst with his wife, Florrie, their three children and
his mother, Gran. John is a deep thinker but extremely taciturn—a man of few
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words and many grunts. Which is why everyone is alarmed when he’s hit on the
head by a cricket ball, and it suddenly seems as if the words won’t stop. What’s
more, he says he is talking to Saint Christopher—only no one else can see the
saint, and they’re beginning to worry John’s not quite right in the head… Mad or
not, John has some secrets he’s been keeping. But if he can’t stop talking, they
won’t stay secret for long.
A revelatory exploration of fashion through the ages that asks what our clothing
reveals about ourselves and our society. Dress codes are as old as clothing
itself. For centuries, clothing has been a wearable status symbol; fashion, a
weapon in struggles for social change; and dress codes, a way to maintain
political control. Merchants who dressed like princes and butchers’ wives
wearing gem-encrusted crowns were public enemies in medieval societies
structured by social hierarchy and defined by spectacle. In Tudor England, silk,
velvet, and fur were reserved for the nobility and ballooning pants called “trunk
hose” could be considered a menace to good order. The Renaissance era
Florentine patriarch Cosimo de Medici captured the power of fashion and dress
codes when he remarked, “One can make a gentleman from two yards of red
cloth.” Dress codes evolved along with the social and political ideals of the day,
but they always reflected struggles for power and status. In the 1700s, South
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Carolina’s “Negro Act” made it illegal for Black people to dress “above their
condition.” In the 1920s, the bobbed hair and form-fitting dresses worn by freespirited flappers were banned in workplaces throughout the United States and in
the 1940s the baggy zoot suits favored by Black and Latino men caused riots in
cities from coast to coast. Even in today’s more informal world, dress codes still
determine what we wear, when we wear it—and what our clothing means. People
lose their jobs for wearing braided hair, long fingernails, large earrings, beards,
and tattoos or refusing to wear a suit and tie or make-up and high heels. In some
cities, wearing sagging pants is a crime. And even when there are no written
rules, implicit dress codes still influence opportunities and social mobility. Silicon
Valley CEOs wear t-shirts and flip flops, setting the tone for an entire industry:
women wearing fashionable dresses or high heels face ridicule in the tech world
and some venture capitalists refuse to invest in any company run by someone
wearing a suit. In Dress Codes, law professor and cultural critic Richard
Thompson Ford presents an insightful and entertaining history of the laws of
fashion from the middle ages to the present day, a walk down history’s red
carpet to uncover and examine the canons, mores, and customs of clothing—rules
that we often take for granted. After reading Dress Codes, you’ll never think of
fashion as superficial again—and getting dressed will never be the same.
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A beautiful picture book about Ann Cole Lowe, a little-known African-American
fashion designer who battled personal and social adversity in order to pursue her
passion of making beautiful gowns and went on to become one of society’s top
designers. Wisps of cloth would fall from their worktables like confetti, and Ann
would scoop them up and turn them into flowers as bright as roses in the garden.
Ann’s family came from Alabama. Her great grandma had been a slave, so her
family knew about working hard just to get by. As soon as Ann Cole Lowe could
walk, her momma and grandma taught her to sew. She worked near her momma
in their Alabama family shop in the early 1900s, making glorious dresses for
women who went to fancy parties. When Ann was 16, her momma died, and Ann
continued sewing dresses. It wasn’t easy, especially when she went to design
school and had to learn alone, segregated from the rest of the class. But the work
she did set her spirit soaring, as evidenced in the clothes she made, including
Jackie Kennedy's wedding dress and Olivia de Havilland's dress at the Oscars
when she won for Best Actress in To Each His Own. Rarely credited, Ann Cole
Lowe became “society’s best kept secret.” This beautiful picture book shines
the spotlight on a little-known visionary who persevered in times of hardship,
always doing what she was passionate about: making elegant gowns for the
women who loved to wear them.
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With her latest book, "New York Times"-bestselling author Boyle begins a twobook, back-to-back romance set in Regency England. Original.
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide
Widow Maria struggles for personal fulfilment for herself and for her children. Learning
to read and write was a rare and perilous accomplishment among people of the 1830's.
When Maria becomes housekeeper to a scholarly recluse, it causes problems for her
daughter Biddy, whose aspirations reach beyond what is acceptable for their class.
Master of romantic fiction Catherine Cookson is world renowned for her enthralling tales
of love that triumphs over impossible odds. In Kate Hannigan, her very first novel,
Catherine Cookson introduces us to the enduring story of her most charismatic heroine.
The moment he lays eyes on Kate, Dr. Rodney Prince is enchanted. He senses in this
poverty-stricken patient an intelligence and warmth that's completely unexpected. His
own wife, living in the oblivion of velvet cushions and lavish dinner parties, seems crude
by comparison. Though they meet only briefly then retreat to their separate worlds, the
image of Kate leaves an indelible mark upon his mind. Rodney knows that Kate's spirit
has survived life-long suffering at the hands of men. Her father, an embittered dock
worker, directed his violent rages toward Kate and her mother. At age eighteen Kate fell
victim to a smooth-talking seducer and became the unwed mother of a child she later
compromised her dignity to support. Such circumstances only deepen Rodney's desire
to rescue Kate and overturn the codes of a society that serve to keep them apart. As
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the kindhearted Dr. Prince unintentionally wins over the heart of Kate's fatherless
daughter, he and Kate begin to acknowledge that the gap between rich and poor might
not be so great after all. Available now in the United States, Kate Hannigan remains a
timeless tribute to romantic love. England's late, great Catherine Cookson has spun the
unforgettable tale of a wealthy man caught in a loveless marriage, a young woman
trapped in the slums, and their defiance of the mores of Edwardian society.
If the wedding dress young Hanna's family is making is not chosen for the princess,
they will go to the poor house but thanks to Hanna's sharp eyes and artistic ability, her
father stands a very good chance of becoming Embroiderer to the Princess.
The Journey -- Every Friday night young Ron Fitzgerald's lilac-colored minibus leaves
Dublin for the Irish country town of Rathdoon with seven weekend commuters on board.
All of them, from the joking bank porter, Mikey Burns, who plays the buffoon while his
brother makes a fortune in the family business, to the rich doctor's daughter, Dee
Burke, who is having a secret affair with a married man, have their reasons for making
the journey. The Destination, Rathdoon, is the kind of Irish Village where family
histories are shared and scandals don't stay secret for long. And this weekend, when
Tom's bus pulls in, the riders find the unexpected waiting for them... as each of their
very private lives unfolds to reveal a sharp betrayal of the heart, a young man's crime,
and chance for new dreams among the eight intriguing men and women on... The Lilac
Bus.
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Thomas Mallen of High Banks Hall had many sons, most of them out of wedlock. But to
all of them he passed on his mark - a distinctive flash of white hair running to the left
temple, known as the Mallen Streak. It was said that those who bore the Streak seldom
reached old age and that nothing good ever came of a Mallen. In 1851, Thomas Mallen
found himself a ruined man, forced amid scandal and disgrace, to sell the Hall. With
him went his two young wards and their indomitable governess. Then the Radlet
brothers of Wilbur Farm arrived, one of whom bore the unmistakable Mallen Streak.
Catherine Cookson was one of the world's most beloved writers. Her books have sold
millions of copies, and her characters and their stories have captured the imaginations
of readers around the globe. Now, available for the first time in this country, comes one
of Cookson's earliest and most stirring historical romances: The Fifteen Streets. John
O'Brien lives in a world where surviving is a continual struggle. He works long hours at
the docks to help support his parents' large family. Many other families in the Fifteen
Streets have already given up and descended into a dismal state of grinding poverty,
but the O'Briens continue to strive for a world they are only rarely allowed to glimpse.
Then John O'Brien meets Mary Llewellyn, a beautiful young teacher who belongs to
that other world. What begins as a casual conversation over tea quickly blossoms into a
rare love that should have been perfect. Fate steps in, however, when John is accused
of fathering the child of a local girl, and Mary's parents forbid her to see him. The
couple begins to realize that the gulf of the Fifteen Streets between them is a chasm
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they could never bridge-or might they still find a way? In these pages Catherine
Cookson displays the irresistible plotting, scene-setting, and characterization that have
made her a recognized master of historical and romance fiction. Fans of her novels,
with their larger themes of romantic love and class conflict, will be delighted to find that
even at the beginning of her illustrious career, Cookson had the power to captivate
audiences. Filled with passion and compelling drama, The Fifteen Streets is a rare treat
for lovers of romantic fiction.

"Catherine Cookson is known and loved for her vibrant and earthy novels set in
and around the North-East of England, past and present. Her autobiography
makes plain how it is she knows her background and her characters so well. The
Our Kate of the title is not Catherine Cookson, but her mother, around whom the
autobiography revolves. Despite her faults, Kate emerges a warm and loveable
human figure. Our Kate is an honest statement about living with hardship and
poverty, seen through the eyes of a highly sensitive child and woman, whose
zest for life and unquenchable sense of humour won through to make Catherine
Cookson the warm, engaging and human writer she is today."
Jude Deveraux steps back to a time and place where revenge and rivalry rule
men's hearts—and love conquers all—in this wonderful Montgomery novel.
Bronwyn MacArran was a proud Scot. Stephen Montgomery was one of the
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hated English. He came to Scotland as a conqueror, saw her beauty and was
vanquished. But still she would abhor him. She owned a temper hot enough to
forge the armors of battle or inflame a valiant soldier's passion. Yet still she would
resist him. She became his reason to live, his reason to love. And still she would
deny him. But while clan fought clan, while brother took up sword against brother,
and the highlands ran with blood—their destiny was made...and this mighty warrior
pledged himself to his woman's pride, her honor and her name—and made of their
love a torch to burn through the ages!
If you received an invitation to attend a mysterious masked ball held by a secret
organization of the rich and powerful, would you accept? Meet the five
candidates who do: the scientist, the singer, the chef, the attorney, and the
financier. They crave power, love, money, respect, fame – that which eludes
them. Their enigmatic host, known only as Pig King, craves something more
basic: salvation for his kind. But the Illuminati Ball requires a sacrifice… “I was
seduced by Cynthia’s art. She is a wonder.” – Neil Gaiman “Creative genius.” –
Forbes
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